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Chairman’s Comments

As I write this there is a hive of activity on our building site as the main
construction work reaches the last stages. All of the hard work to get us
to this point is paying off and the new buildings look great. Please see
the centre pages for more pictures which chart the momentous progress
being made.
As a charity we are very aware of the
importance of our supporters, members
The Society has been on a very long
and volunteers.This Society would never
journey but we are very close to reaching
compromise that situation.We would like to
our destination. Seven years ago we were
assure you all that CDRS has not and will not
leasing premises that required a lot of
buy or sell databases or attempt to exploit
upkeep and limited our activities. We now
our supporters.This is a policy we have always
own a permanent site with a brand new
held and one that I hope that reassures you all
Rescue Centre on the way. Our Centre
about the Society’s stance in this matter.
of Excellence is just around the corner to
ensure we continue and expand our work in
2016 is going to be another year of change as
dog rescue and re-homing.
we settle into our new premises and look to
Despite all of the activity on the
move to Phase 2 of the redevelopment works
including demolition of the old buildings,
redevelopment, the Rescue Centre has
hard and soft landscaping and upgrading the
remained open as usual, and thanks are due
to all the staff and volunteers for working
car parking facilities. We will also establish
dedicated training areas for working with
around all the works and deliveries. Our
both dogs at the Rescue Centre and clients
publicity and fundraising activities have
also continued apace despite the extra
with dogs from elsewhere.
commitment this has required. Thank you to
Thank you all once again and, on behalf of
everyone for your support.
the Society, I wish you all Season`s greetings
We must also give huge thanks to all those
and a happy new year.
people who have supported us both financially
Kind regards
and otherwise to enable this redevelopment to
David Lewis, Chairman
happen. It is a fantastic achievement.
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From the Rescue Centre

From the Rescue Centre

I readily admit to being a person who does not like surprises
but on the 3rd October I was delighted by something totally
unexpected. A slow gathering of Trustees and staff at the Rescue
Centre culminated in an invitation for us all to meet together in
the Reception room.
created a sense of anticipation and tension.
No meeting had been
Our office was a rusty caravan perched on the
scheduled and I just assumed
hillside above the kennels. My memories are
it was a further update on the redevelopment
of somewhere either very hot or very cold,
- but no. Much to my amazement everyone
depending on the time of year, and the number
had come in to celebrate my 40th anniversary
of times it was struck by lightening resulting in
of working for CDRS. Flowers, a beautifully
the answerphone being burned to a cinder or
decorated cake, a glass of something bubbly
simply exploding.
and wonderfully warm wishes made me realise
yet again what a fantastic team I am privileged
Did we dream of what the Society might grow
to work with.
to become? I am proud to say that we did.
Despite our humble beginnings, the people
Rescue and rehoming is undoubtedly a vocation most closely involved with CDRS had a vision
and not just a job. There are very many highs
of what they wanted to achieve for dogs in
but quite a few lows. It is really important to
need and, each in their own way, brought us to
be able to count on the people around you,
where we are today. Being satisfied with the
not just to assist with the practical day to day
challenges but to share the emotional stress
that is an integral part of this work.
I had been around rescue dogs for most of my
life, closely involved with fostering, rehabilitating
and training dogs as well as caring for family
dogs and puppies, but day 1 at CDRS formally
started one misty Autumn morning in Flaunden.
By 1975, Chilterns Dog Rescue, at this time
still the Amersham, Chesham and District Dog
Rescue and Welfare Society, had consolidated
all the rescue dogs at Spring View Farm. While
many dogs came directly from local homes,
the greatest volume of the intake was via
the Bucks and Herts police with whom the
Society had stray contracts. At least twice a
week, a large van made its cautious approach
up the steep, rocky drive to unload its canine
cargo. Fortunately the kennels were able to
accommodate up to 80 dogs but without ever
knowing how many dogs to expect and what
they might be, the arrival of the van always
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Sara Muncke, is a Member of the Canine &
Feline Behaviour Association of Great Britain
and is authorised to see clients and work with
dogs with all levels of behavioural problems.

status quo was never an option when we felt
there was so much more we wanted to do for
the dogs.
The new Rescue Centre gives us opportunities
to realise all these ambitions. The focus remains
on the rescue, care and rehoming of unwanted
and abandoned dogs and those dogs belonging
to people who, for various reasons, can no
longer provide a suitable home for them.
A greatly enhanced environment with many more
kennels will enable us to help still more dogs,
principally from our traditional catchment of
Bucks, Beds, Herts and Oxon but also, as space
permits, from a much wider area, including abroad.
Ongoing training has long been part of the after
care package for adopters but we are excited
that this will be extended still further. Small
group classes for puppies and older dogs as
well as one-to-one behavioural consultations
for dogs from other sources will also be

available from qualified staff. Boarding will also
be offered to limited numbers of dogs with
preference given to our ex-dogs. As well as
working with the dogs, we are looking forward
to welcoming selected students interested
in developing practical skills in canine care,
dog psychology and the rescue process in
general. This will be an evolving process as
the landscaping is completed and the training
paddocks and agility areas are reinstated.
Of course we will continue to look for new
ways we can improve the service we give to
the dogs and the public. Trustees and staff are
committed to ensuring the high standards a
Centre of Excellence demands and, after all this
time, its good to know everyone is working as
hard as ever to anticipate and respond to the
needs of dogs now and in the future.
Sara Muncke
Rescue Centre
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CDRS Fundraising

Once again, it has been a busy summer season with supporters, staff and dogs
out and about raising money for the dogs and talking to the public about our
rescue and rehoming work.
Our stalwart collectors experienced the best
and worst weather an English summer can
offer and surpassed all our expectations with
the totals they raised during their two hour
collecting stints outside local supermarkets.
Our annual events were very well attended and
we were delighted by all the positive feedback
we received; it is important to us that everyone
has a great time. Stalls at various shows
were less financially rewarding but really paid
dividends in terms of raising public awareness
of the Society and finding new homes for some
of our dogs.
Dates for many of next year’s events have
already been arranged – put them in your diary
now as we would love to see as many of our
adopters and supporters there as possible.

CDRS Events
A P R Tring Quiz
raised 25 Funds
Sponsored walk
£805.50
MAY Sponsored Walk
17 Funds raised - £1,113.79.
JUL
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Dog Show
Funds raised - £2,023.92

AU G Cream Tea
16 Funds raised - £1,936

Street Collections
A P R Tesco, Hemel Hempstead
to Sue, Gordon,
30 Thanks
Jane & Corinne who
collected £294.83
MAY Tesco, Amersham
to Jo, Paul, Issy,
29 Thanks
Gordon, Jane & Corinne.
£449.01 collected
Tesco, Aylesbury
to Helen, Gordon,
04 Thanks
Corinne, Sue & Margaret.
£326.53 collected.
SE P

Congratulations!
Our congratulations go to our collector
Corinne and new husband Vito who got
married in Italy on 29th August. With
an already hectic schedule Corinne and
CDRS dog Louis still found time to go out
on collections for us.
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Tesco, Princes Risborough
to Gordon,
05 Thanks
Lynn & Corinne.
£231.09 collected.
SE P

If you would be prepared to give
up two hours to cover a shift with
another volunteer, or could help with a
fund raising event of a different kind, we
would love to hear from you.

CDRS stand at the
Tring Carnival

External Events
JUN

27

Tring Carnival
Funds raised - £92.43

AUG Bucks County Show
Funds raised - £280.66.
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SEP

Waddesdon Manor
Funds raised - £142.05

SEP

Amersham Heritage Day
Funds raised - £516.75

SEP

Halton Village Fete
Funds raised - £197.08

SEP

17

Oxfordshire County
and Thame Show
Funds raised - £246.70

SEP

North Herts Dog Training Club
Funds raised - £92.16

12
13
13
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Thank you to all our volunteers that have
helped at these events: Sue, Corinne, Paul &
Ann R, Paul & Jayne H, Anna, Dave.

Raffle results

The 2015 Grand Raffle made a total of
£4879.10 after costs - a fantastic result. A
huge thank you to everyone who bought
and sold tickets and well done to the
holders of the lucky tickets listed below.
The dogs are the real winners so please
try again next year.
Place

Prize

Ticket No.

1st

£500

09876

2nd

£200

17019

3rd

£100

02115

4th

Italian Deli Hamper

27425

5th

Voucher for
Rigby and Peller

14708

6th

Woburn Safari
Park Tickets

04897

7th

Ice Cream Maker

10934

8th

Organic Reserve Port
+ Presentation glasses

12610

9th

Hand Made Bear

27108

10th

Signed Jilly
Cooper book

26663
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Letters - it’s your write!

Misty
Misty

pass the deer, she walks beautifully at my side.
She has a lovely new hairdo and loves being
brushed and fussed. She is due back at the
groomers again next week and is beginning to
look a little more poodle like. I will be forever
grateful for you entrusting Misty to our care.
She is much loved by me and my family, and
even Daisy is finally letting her share her toys,
although I don’t think Misty gets the same
pleasure from a squeaky snake being thrust in
her face as Daisy does.
BL ( High Peak)

Ben
Ben

Misty settled into life here very quickly and
our routine seems to suit her too. We went
for our afternoon stroll in Lyme park today,
a little cool for me but absolutely nothing
puts Misty off, she loves being outdoors. I was
surprised how quickly she seemed to bond
with me, never straying more than 18 inches
from my left leg inside or out. But now she has
eventually relaxed and will occasionally go cat
watching with Daisy from the conservatory,
although she does keep wandering back to
check where I am.
I don’t road walk my dogs so both are always
off lead and Misty has started exploring a
good few yards away from us now, although
always making sure we are in sight. On the rare
occasion I use the lead for safety as when we
8

Ben settled in immediately and loves being part
of our family. We love him too. We decided to
call him Benji as I had a dog called Ben before.
He’s happy to answer to anything that involves
a treat.
We took him to Norfolk over Easter and I
think it was his first encounter with the sea,
but he quickly decided it was interesting. In the
past couple of weeks we’ve been letting him off
the lead in safe places so he’s rediscovering the
fun of running free. He’s friendly with everyone
he meets and completely at ease with other
dogs too.
Thanks for taking care of him and training him
so well.
SE (Wendover)

Hettie

Hettie
We would like to thank you for finding us the
perfect doggy to join our family! Hettie has
settled in very well. She is a very happy little
dog and we are very happy to have her. Just
in the last few days we have begun letting her
off the lead on walks. She has proved to be a
trustworthy soul, bounding back when we call
(I’m sure because she loves us, not because she
knows we have treats in our pockets). At the
end of this month she has her first holiday to
the Isle of Wight, along with both human and
canine friends.

Bobby

Bobby

Hi all at Chilterns. I am settling in well and
enjoying life here. I went to the groomer
yesterday and thought you might like to see my
new look. I am getting lots of lovely comments
from people saying that I look cute! I have
met quite a number of my mum’s friends so far
(who are now also my friends) and am off to
meet two more today. Hope all is well with you
and your other furry friends. Lots of high fives.

Thanks again,
WC. (High Wycombe)

Bobby and AM ( Abbots Langley)

Tempeh

Max has settled in amazingly well and we
couldn’t be happier with him. We’ve been
taking him to training in our village and he’s
doing really well. All in all he seems very happy.

Tempeh has
settled in
brilliantly; we are
so happy with her.
She has become
one of the family.
She has gained a
kilo in weight and
our local vet was
very impressed
with her health.
You will see from
her photo she is
Tempeh
very comfortable
in her new surroundings. Thank you for
introducing such a lovely dog to us.
TA (Ware)

Max

KW & DM ( Bovingdon)

Max
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Fundraising this year

Third Party Fundraising
A PR
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Purdey’s Tea
Party

Purdy

A ‘tea party’ was held on
Monday 20th April at the
home of Lynda Foster of
Bovingdon. It was to celebrate the life
of her golden Cocker Spaniel, Purdey, who
sadly left her in November 2014 at the age
of 13.5 years, and to raise funds for Chilterns
Dog Rescue. There were home-made cakes
and a raffle and friends and neighbours rallied
round and supported the afternoon with great
generosity by supplying cakes and donating gifts
and prizes. The afternoon raised the great sum
of £170.
MAY

11

Slimming World,
Dunstable

Jackie Meakins and the members of Slimming
World Salvation Army Group, Dunstable are
loyal supporters of CDRS. Generous donations
have been received by the Society for a number
of years, the most recent being for £40. Thank
you Slimmers and keep up the good work.
JUN

27

Bellingdon & Asheridge
Fete/Schnoodles

An annual village fete attracted crowds of
about 8000 people. Part of this included a
fun dog show which was run by Schnoodles,
a local dog day care centre
who selected the Society to
receive the proceeds of the
show which totalled £350.00.
Fantastic!
10
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Gade Dog Training
Society 60th Anniversary

We were invited to join the Gade DTS in their
60th anniversary celebrations which took the
form of a summer party. We were delighted
and overwhelmed to be presented with a
cheque for an incredible £2,000. A massive
thanks to everyone at the Gade for this
amazing donation.

Ladybirds Womens Club

We were delighted to receive
£25 from the Ladybirds Womens Club In
Bovingdon following a talk from Martin Procter
of ProDogs who requested that a donation
came to CDRS. Thank you Ladybirds and Martin.
MAY

15

JUL

Gade Dog Training Society
AU G

26

Fun Dog Show - The Old
Mill, Berkhamsted

Manager of the Old Mill and dog lover Garry
Peacher held a fun dog show as part of a family
fun day to raise money for the Society.
AU G

31

Friends of Bovingdon
Green - Paws on the
Green Dog Show

In typical Bank Holiday weather some 250
members of the public braved torrential
downpours to take part in the dog show and
raise funds on our behalf totalling £68.51. A
great effort!
SEP

06

Funday & BBQ at Rossway
Dog Training School

Our good friends at Rossway DTS raised
£100.00 at their Funday which included fun
dog classes. A brilliant afternoon was had by
everyone.

Find CDRS on Facebook
OCT

04

Pet Service,
Buckland Village

On the first Sunday in October, a Pet Service
was held at All Saint’s Church in Buckland
Village. A number of dogs, cats, gerbils, guinea
pigs, hamsters and stick insects were brought
to church by a congregation who enjoyed
a relaxed family service followed by lots of
chocolate cake. Thank you to Alison Roberts
who nominated CDRS to benefit from the
collection which raised £60 for the dogs and
to Jim and Barbara Nash who attended on
behalf of CDRS.

Other Fundraising

Yorkshire Building Society
Charitable Foundation
We received £1,000 from the
Chalfont St Peter branch via
their Charitable Foundation
scheme.

Support Adoption for Pets
Makes Me Smile Campaign
We continue to receive fantastic support from
Support Adoption for Pets, receiving a cheque
for a magnificent £1,898.46 following their Spring
campaign where we were invited to appear
in store at Pets at Home, Hemel Hempstead.
Additional thanks to the staff and customers for
their continued loyalty and regular donations of
food, toys and treats for our dogs!

Dates for 2016

30th January - Ashley Green Quiz
23rd April - Tring Quiz
15th May - Sponsored Walk
23rd July - Dog Show
21st August - Cream Teas (TBC)
15th October - Wendover Quiz (TBC)

Wendy Joiner’s
Little Shop of Wonders
Our good friend Wendy Joiner continues to
send us regular donations from the profit
of sale of goods from her little shop in
Lincolnshire. Thank you to everyone who
supports Wendy and her shop; your hard work
and generosity are so appreciated.

Mr Norris
Another good friend of the Society! Mr Norris and
his ever creative imagination has kept us in constant
supply of an array of wooden garden furniture
which we sell to raise much needed funds!

Feeling Inspired?
If you feel inspired by reading
some of these stories why not
consider holding your own event
or take on a sponsored challenge?
Maybe you are running a marathon, climbing
a mountain or hiking up the Himalayas?
Perhaps you are walking from Lands End
to John O’Groats, swimming the channel
or cycling to Paris? Or maybe you know
someone who is?
You may have your own ideas
for an activity but just to get
you started how about: giving
up your favourite food (or
drink!) for a month, dyeing,
shaving, growing or waxing
your hair or walking or
cycling to work.
Tell us what you are
planning and we can
promote it at the rescue
centre and our Facebook
page as well as help you set
up a fundraising page via our
JustGiving or Virgin Money
Giving pages.

London

2015

Marathon 2015

As most of you will have read we were lucky
enough to have four runners in this year’s
London Marathon, all running to raise money
on our behalf.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank
and congratulate each of them on their incredible
achievements. Chris Connor and John and Lisa Walker
ran as The Queens Head Spring Sprinters. John and
Lisa completed the marathon in 4hours15mins and
6hours 51mins respectively, Chris was unlucky to tear
a right quad muscle just short of the 22 mile mark
and, despite being on schedule for a very fast time,
was unable to finish. However, as a team they raised
an incredible £1,247.50 for CDRS. Meanwhile Keith
Tucker finished in 4hours 54mins raising a fantastic
£549.03 for the dogs in our care.
We are sure you will agree it was a tremendous effort
from our fab four!

Chris Connor
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Keith Tucker

John Walker

Lisa Walker

Welcome to
the future...

After almost a year of work, the
first phase of the redevelopment is
nearing completion. It has been a
massive undertaking incorporating
the best of sustainable, green
technologies and cost reducing,
practical, time saving systems all
putting the needs of the dogs first.

The Contract is signed with
Dave Curran from Priory Gate

The spacious kennels benefit from natural
light and under floor heating and open into
larger, individual outdoor pens, all areas
being coated with an impervious polymer
resin coating which facilitates meticulous
daily cleaning and infection control. The
bio- mass boiler is fed by wood pellets and
has a backup LPG boiler so heat and hot
water are always guaranteed.

Before it all starts

The ground is cleared
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Building starts in earnest

The foundations are laid
The roof is added

A 16000 litre storage tank below the rescue
centre collects and stores rainwater which
is then pumped back to the kennel areas for
cleaning while the treatment plant buried
towards the back of the site deals with
the waste.
The Enhanced Care Unit with separately
drained kennels and a discrete food
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preparation area provides the isolation
facility we require for sick dogs and
accommodation for any vulnerable dogs or
puppies we are caring for. The central hub
is a compact network of rooms comprising
three Reception rooms, the main food
preparation area, a laundry room, vet room,
dog grooming room, main office, a staff
room and toilets.

The Plant room

Natural light into main block
The final element of this phase is to fit
the mesh to the runs and corridors so
the dogs can be transferred from the
old kennels.

Painting a kennel wing
in the main block

Further work is scheduled for next year
and when funds permit to complete
the overall project. This includes the
demolition of the old kennels and other
buildings, hard and soft landscaping with
natural planting and a block paved drive
and car park and the addition of training
paddocks and a memory garden.
Enhanced Care Unit
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The last year has been an intense effort
by all involved but the results are now
clear to see.
What was a dream is now becoming a
reality and the future of CDRS.
The office takes shape
New and old

Main block

Front of Main Block
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New service
for CDRS dogs
From 2016 Chilterns Dog
Rescue Society is pleased to
announce that limited boarding
opportunities will be available
to adopters of CDRS dogs.
Our new facilities will provide
spacious, heated kennels with
outdoor runs and daily exercise
and play provided by our dedicated
and experienced staff.
We will also be offering an
Enhanced Stay experience
including daily training sessions
for dogs that would benefit
from a little extra support
from qualified instructors.

For more information please call us on
01296 623885 or email cdrsoffice@aol.com
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May to September
May on entry

From time to time Chilterns Dog Rescue is approached to help
with strays in various dog pounds. Responsibility for stray dogs
rests with local councils who fund any lost or abandoned dogs
for seven days. At the end of this time, any unclaimed dogs are
likely to be put to sleep if they cannot be rehomed or moved to a
rescue organisation.

CDRS takes a few dogs from one of the
Oxfordshire pounds each year and in January
we were contacted about a Collie in a very
poor condition that needed an urgent place
in rescue. Originally named Max, it was only
apparent after all the dreadlocks and matted
hair had been removed that Max was, in
fact, female and was renamed May. She was
extremely thin and very nervous with the
demeanour of a dog that had endured long
term hardship. Staff at the Rescue Centre
worked tirelessly to support May and improve
both her physical and psychological state. An
initial rehoming possibility failed because it was
clear May had no concept of how to live in a
house and no house training skills.
It was down to our friends at the Oldies Dog
Club, www.oldies.org.uk, who help find older
dogs loving homes to help us find the one
special home that May desperately
needed. Once again they came up
trumps with an offer of a fantastic new
home for May – in Scotland.
In April, following extensive emails
and phone calls, Liz made the long
journey from near Stirling to meet
May, introduce her to her other dogs
and take her home, a round trip of
some 800 miles. With love, patience
and obedience training together with
the positive influence exerted by her
two existing dogs Honey and Brodie,
Liz slowly began to win May round.
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I think Liz would describe it as a journey of
highs and lows – the highs being that May
continued to gain weight and condition, had no
medical issues and showed a gentle, affectionate
temperament; the lows including some initial
jostling for rank with the other dogs and a ripped
car seat as May tried her best to get to the guinea
pigs being transported in their carry case.
During a trip to visit friends in England in
September, Liz brought May back to see the
people who had been caring for her at CDRS.
She had grown a full winter coat and was
significantly less anxious, almost unrecognisable
as the shadow of the dog we first saw and a
real testament to her wonderful new life in
Scotland. Sincere thanks and best wishes go
to Liz and all her dogs and to the Oldies who
helped put us in touch with each other.

May in September

Is your dog
microchipped?
By law, in England, from April 2016 it
will be compulsory for all dogs to be
microchipped and registered on a
government approved database. All
breeders will need to microchip
their puppies by the time they
are eight weeks of age and
before they are transferred to
a new keeper. The new keeper
will also be responsible for
updating the microchip details
of their pet. Failure to comply
with the new regulations could
result in a fine of up to £500.

If you would like to have your dog
microchipped, trained staff at CDRS
would be happy to help you.

If your dog is already chipped,
then great, you just need to
make sure your contact details
are up to date and you notify
your database provider of any
change of contact details if you
are on holiday or not at your
usual address.

Dog identification

The Control of Dogs Order of 1992 makes it mandatory for
any dog in a public place to wear a collar with the name
and address of the owner engraved or written on it, or
engraved on a tag. Your telephone number is optional
but advisable.
Certain dogs such as Guide Dogs or dogs being used in emergency
rescue work, tending cattle or sheep or for sporting purposes are
exempt from having to wear a collar with a dog tag.
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Letters - continued
Billy

Lewis

My husband and I are absolutely delighted with
our new little dog, Billy. He has brought much
joy into our lives. His coat is still improving
and he loves being brushed. Billy has four walks
a day and enjoys meeting all his new friends in
the local park, where he now walks off lead.
Billy also enjoys his trips in the car to our local
woods, where he is also off lead.

Billy
Considering he had never been in a house
before, he had adapted amazingly well and has
settled down to domestic bliss, and loves his
routines, which we dare not forget as he is
always there to remind us! Billy never had the
opportunity in his little life to play and after
lots of fun and encouragement, he now enjoys
chasing balls and making them ‘squeak’.
Thank you all for ‘choosing’ this dear little dog
for us.
JG (High Wycombe)

Lewis

Lewis, formerly Sox, has settled well into his
new home. He now lives with three other
dogs, two cats and some chickens. He lives in
harmony with the cats and now tolerates the
chickens. As Lewis lives in 500 acres of National
Trust woodland he has also had to learn deer,
sheep and cattle are not be chased. At the
weekend he is part of the ‘stable gang’ where
he meets lots of other dogs and ten horses.
We are all off to Norfolk soon and hopefully
all the dogs will enjoy running along the empty
beaches we visit and going into the sea. It has
taken time for Lewis to settle into his new
home but now he is definitely part of the pack.
HA ( Little Gaddesden)
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Cole

Cole

Cole is settling in really well and is a much
loved member of the family. He was initially
very quiet and timid but is now an adventurous,
inquisitive and mischievous puppy!

Lily

He is starting to enjoy his walks and puppy
training (or rather owner training) is going well.
He is already growing quickly and if I had £1.00
for every time someone said ‘What big paws he
has’ I would have made quite a lot of money!
Cole is already well known where we live and
has lots of doggy friends to play with.
KEC ( Marsworth )

Lily

Lily has settled in brilliantly here and fits right
in with us. We’re doing lots of training together,
which she really enjoys; she walks well on and
off lead and heals on command. Lily is a dream
dog, and absolutely adores people, children and
other dogs. We’re so grateful to have Lily (even
if she does look like a grumpy old man).
RS & SS ( Oxford)
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Lulu

Lulu was born at a farm and advertised as a Pointer X
Springer Spaniel. A family in a nearby county had seen
a similar dog which their friends had recently acquired
and decided that they too would like one of these cute
little puppies.

Lulu on one of
her many walks
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Her new owners paid the fee for her and took
Lulu home with no further questions asked on
either side. She was then about 12 weeks old
and therefore very inquisitive. Once home she
was excited to explore the house and gardens
which included hamsters and guinea pigs.
Her new family were quickly made aware of
exactly what they had brought home:
A Pointer: a powerful dog, of an extremely
high energy and with lots of stamina. They are
very enthusiastic hunters bred to run, sniff out,
indicate and flush out game
A Springer Spaniel: another gun dog that
can work tirelessly all day long and with a long
ancestry of finding live game and/or retrieving
game that had been shot and wounded.
With enough exercise and training, both breeds
are capable of making good family companions
but proper research may have led Lulu’s
owners to conclude that she was perhaps not
going to be the most suitable dog for their
home. Thankfully they were able to see this
immediately and 24 hours later she was at
Chilterns Dog Rescue.

She now lives alongside another dog, walks for
2-3 hours a day and attends weekly training
sessions. It has worked out well for Lulu but
for so many other dogs, particularly some
of the more fashionable crossbreeds such as
Cockerpoos, Cavachons, Labradoodles and
Springerdors, puppies are sold to unsuitable
homes where the owners are not aware of the
highly intelligent and active breeds they are
taking on and do not give them what they need.
All too often it is left until the situation
reaches breaking point. We hear of so many
cases where a frustrated puppy has become
destructive, dirty or noisy and other cases
where a lack of socialisation, exercise
and leadership have resulted in aggressive
behaviours towards people and/or other dogs.
A dog should enhance your life and bring you
joy, and it certainly will if you make the right
choice
Do your research, read about the breed traits,
visit rescue centres and speak to reputable
trainers and breeders for advice before making
a final decision and all should be well.

Lulu with her new family
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Roy Godbeer
We are sad to report that Roy Goodbeer, adopter
of CDRS dog Jenny and long term supporter of the
Society, sadly passed away on 8th March this year.

Roy was a
great cyclist,
the Tour de
France kind,
who won
many awards,
cups and
trophies. He
was once
1st in the
world for his
age category and, when he died, he was still 1st
in the UK at 85 years old. Indeed, the Cycling
Association had to create a higher category for
him to cater for his age. Roy was a legend and
much loved by so many he had raced with and
who knew him.

Roy was a wonderful man, a man of few words
but with great intuition about character. When
he did express his opinion, his responses were
well thought out and meaningful.
Roy will be greatly missed by his daughter Janet,
son-in-law David and the rest of his family who
say he was ‘The best Dad in the world, better
than any man could be.’

Roy supported Chilterns Dog Rescue for over
twenty years. Jenny, his lovely Lurcher, enjoyed
a marvellous home with him and brought him
so much joy and love. Roy worked full time as
a carpenter until his late 70’s and Jenny went
to work everywhere with him and, when he
raced at the weekend, Jenny went too. She was
well known around the club circuit and it was
not unheard of for someone to leave their
lunch within her reach and find that Jenny had
devoured it. Then Roy would have to deal with
a not too pleased person who was looking for
their food.
Although Jenny passed away some years ago,
Roy never forgot to support CDRS as he
always said it was such a worthy and caring
cause whose work he really admired.
Jenny, Roy’s loveable Lurcher
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Remembering...
Poppy

Many regular visitors to the Rescue Centre
will be sad to hear that Poppy passed away on
7th September 2015 after enjoying a long and
somewhat charmed life.
Poppy

welcome new dogs to the Rescue Centre and
to introduce volunteers to the joys of walking
in the woods where, if she could get away with
it, she would generally opt for the fastest route
to the café for a cuddle and a doughnut.
The fact that Poppy lived happily for more
than two years longer than anticipated is a
testament to her grit and determination - she
will be missed by many.

Nellie
Nellie

After being abandoned in Wales, she was
rescued from a dog pound in 2006 aged
between 6 and 8 years old. She found a
wonderful home with a retired gentleman
who adored her. In 2010 their home burned
down, both were lucky to survive and Poppy
came back to CDRS for a period of fostering.
Rejecting an offer of sheltered accommodation
without Poppy, her owner opted for a more
remote and less comfortable property where
they could be together. Unfortunately some
time after, the gentleman suffered a serious
fall and was admitted to hospital so Poppy
returned to CDRS. Three or four months
later we were deeply saddened to hear of his
death by which time Poppy had herself been
diagnosed with a life-limiting illness - not that
you would ever have known. Poppy was a
cheerful, friendly little dog, a real character
who knew her mind. She was always ready to

We are writing to let you know that Nellie
went to sleep recently. It was very peaceful, at
home. She was fifteen years old, we had her
for fifteen wonderful years. We moved to the
island nine years ago and Yaverland Beach was
her favourite walk… twice a day to see all her
two and four legged friends.
Nellie was a lovely dog and, dare I say, a bit of
a poser which made her even more loveable.
She gave us so much. Thank you again for all
your work.
G & S Dean (Isle of Wight)
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Scrumpy

Seppie
I just thought I would let you know that Seppie,
our lovely boy we got from you eight years
ago, had to be put down this morning. He had
a massive tumour which had only been found
today; he had a very short illness and no pain.
He will be greatly missed. I cannot bear the
thought of him not being in our lives.
Thank you so much for letting us have him.
He certainly was a character, there will never
be another like him. We bought a little girl
puppy called Maisie home last month, another
Schnauzer, who he absolutely adored. We were
a bit worried getting her, but I think it made his
last month a very happy one. He had a month of
playing in the garden with her, which was lovely
to see. We will miss him so much..
PB (High Wycombe)
Scrumpy

In May 2002 I adopted a Beagle x, approximately
3 years old, from your Centre in Ashley Green.
She became known as Scrumpy and she was an
absolute delight.
In August 2002 she had her first holiday in
Devon. While there we visited a local show and
on an impulse entered her in the dog show. Not
only did she win the best rescue section but
was also the overall winner and was voted best
in show- such a proud moment.
She travelled most places with me and spent
many patient hours sleeping under my desk
while I was at work. A very loyal faithful friend,
she brought sunshine to al those she came into
contact with.
Sadly at the start of 2015 her health started to
fail and in July this year we said goodbye to her.
She was about 16.
Although sorely missed, Scrumpy leaves behind
many happy memories.
PD ( St Albans)
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Seppie

Mutley

following the birth of our first son 7 years ago,
he showed no signs of jealousy – he just wanted
the squeaky toys! And then our 4-year old son
came along, and again Mutley was good as gold
(apart from the squeaks).
So he has been such an important part of the
family and lived to be 16 years and 8 months.
We very sadly let him go to sleep on Saturday
as he was very poorly with kidney failure.
So thank you very much for introducing us to
Mutley. We loved him to bits and forever will.
GM & MC (Bicester)

Florence
Florence

Mutley
I have often thought of your dog rescue centre
as back in about March 2003 we adopted a
Parsons Jack Russell from you called Mutley
(he was 4.5 yrs old, and had been well looked
after by a single lady who couldn’t keep him
anymore. He came with his own bag of toys sweet). Two weeks after adopting Mutley we
called you in crisis as we were having a tough
time settling him and we were all upset – I was
crying most days as Mutley kept trying to be
top dog over me and we were at a loss what to
do. We asked would you take him back (which I
was terribly upset about given we’d just adopted
him) and you sent your animal behaviourist to
visit us and he was a great help.
Thank goodness you didn’t take him back. We
have had Mutley for 12 years. He has been a
wonderful dog and a rascal… but he has been
the happiest and most loveable fella and so
good with children, and in his more mature
years we’ve been able to trust him in the garden
without checking every 10 minutes to ensure
he hasn’t started digging, and he’s chilled out
a lot on his walks. When life changed for him

Our beloved Lurcher Florence, whom we rehomed from you in January 2008, was put to
sleep on 8th June due to increased spinal pain,
She was very affectionate and (during her time
with us) had started to play and become much
more lively. She certainly seemed much younger
than she did at first (when she was believed to
be 7). She did the Kennel Club Bronze award
course and, although she failed on the sit-stay,
she passed all the rest and learnt a lot.
She has been a wonderful pet and, despite some
separation anxiety and her various ailments, she
outlived firstly Popeye a Saluki Lurcher and then
Doughnut a Greyhound !
CC ( Loughborough)
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Bromley Heights
St Leonards Road
Chivery, Nr Tring
Herts HP23 6LD
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CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY

Tel. No. 01296 623885
Fax. No. 01296 623813
Email: cdrsoffice@aol.com

PUTTING DOGS FIRST

Membership and Donation Form
Personal Details
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Signature:

Date:

Donation Details
Please find enclosed my donation of £

towards the running costs of Chilterns Dog Rescue Society

Membership Details
Please find enclosed my annual membership fee of:

£10

£15

£25

£50

Other

Payment Details
Please make cheques payable to Chilterns Dog Rescue Society and send it to the address above. If you require a
receipt, please enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
Gift Aid
Please treat as Gift Aid donations all qualifying gifts of money made:
Today, in the past 4 years or in the future

Please tick the box if this applies.

I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for each tax year (6 April
to 5 April) that is at least equal to the amount of tax that all the charities or Community Amateur Sports
Clubs that I donate to will reclaim on my gifts for that tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT and
Council Tax do not qualify.
I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 that I gave on or after 6 April 2008.
Signature:

Date:

Remember to notify us if you no longer pay income tax or capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations.You can cancel this
Declaration at any time by notifying the Society. Please notify the Society if you change your address.
The data that you provide will be used in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1985. We normally hold your details on a computer but we do
not disclose your personal details or information concerning your donations to any other organisation. Please indicate if you do not want your
details to be held on a computer

I would like to assist CDRS with:
Fundraising
Sponsorship

Reg.Char. No. 257557

Dog Walking

Putting dogs first

Other (please specify)

www.chilternsdogrescue.org.uk

Your Dog Rescue Needs You
Do you have a couple of hours to spare on an occasional
Saturday or week day? Do you have a friendly smile and like
talking to people? If so, then CDRS needs you!!

During the year there are CDRS street and shop collections taking place
through out the area. These usually take place either at a supermarket or in
the town centre and run between 9am and 5pm. We are always looking for
volunteers to help fill the two hour collecting slots to publicise the work of
the Society and help raise money for the dogs in our care. These collections
are vital for assisting in the overall running of the Rescue Centre, without
them it would be much harder to achieve the amazing results we do. This
activity raises thousands of pounds each year which just goes to prove
the wonderful generosity of the general public, even when the economic
climate is not particularly rosy. Our volunteers are also able to help find
homes for some of our rescue dogs by advising potential adopters how
to go about finding a CDRS dog for their home.
If you would be interested in helping us from time to time for just
a couple of hours, please email cdrsevents@aol.com for further
information of where we will be collecting in 2016.

CHILTERNS DOG RESCUE SOCIETY
Registered Charity Number 257557

Established in 1963, Chilterns Dog Rescue Society offers accommodation and care for unwanted and homeless
dogs until permanent homes can be found for them.
The Society has successfully rehomed in excess of 18,000 dogs and currently re-homes approximately 350 dogs
a year of all ages, sizes, breeds and backgrounds.
Chilterns Dog Rescue Society pays a lot of attention to placing the right dog in the right home and qualified
trainers and behaviourists provide training support to individual dogs if required. Dog training is routinely
offered to all prospective adopters and behavioural counselling and practical advice is available to members of
the public experiencing problems with dogs from other sources.
With a difficult economic climate, the needs of local dogs, and indeed dogs across the country, are greater
than ever. The new premises we have bought in Chivery, near Tring provide a lovely, secluded situation just five
miles from our previous location in Ashley Green. After fifty years, we now have the opportunity to construct
purpose built kennels and training facilities for dogs with nowhere else to turn. There is still so much work to
do but we look forward to the challenges that await us as we move to a new era of rescue and rehoming for
the Society, always putting dogs first.
Interested individuals and groups can help in a number of ways, for example by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

becoming a member
assisting with one of our varied fund raising events
organising a fund raising event of their own
becoming a sponsor of dogs with special needs
making a one-off donation or regular contribution
remembering the dogs when making a will

• becoming a voluntary dog walker
• collecting blankets and towels for use
at the Rescue Centre

• offering any special skills which may be of interest
• forming a working party to help with
on-going site projects

If you would like to become more involved with the work of Chilterns Dog Rescue Society,
please do not hesitate to get in touch to find out more about how you can make a
difference to dogs in need. For further information please telephone 01296 623885.

EST 1963

CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY
PUTTING DOGS FIRST

FOUNDER
Mrs I.A. Bromley
HONORARY PRESIDENT
Mrs C. Strange
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Mr D. Lewis - Chairman
Mr N. Parker - Secretary
Mr T. Pilling - Treasurer
Mr D. King - Trustee
COMMITTEE ADVISORS
Mrs C. Strange
Mrs S. Muncke - Rescue Centre Manager
Mrs B. Stringer - Deputy Rescue Centre Manager
Mr S. Cherry - Redevelopment Advisor
ADDRESS
Chilterns Dog Rescue Society
Bromley Heights, St Leonards Road
Chivery, Nr.Tring
Herts HP23 6LD
CONTACTS
Tel: 01296 623885 • Fax: 01296 623813
Email: cdrsoffice@aol.com
www.chilternsdogrescue.org.uk
OPENING HOURS
10.30am - 2.00pm 6 days a week
Closed Wednesdays
Reg. Char. No. 257557
visit CDRS on Facebook

